Finding and opening a paƟent record
D-Hconnect automaƟcally maintains a list of paƟents that receive care from each organizaƟon. The “My PaƟents”
list is the union of all paƟent lists your account is authorized to access. Quickly and easily search that list in PaƟent
Search. You can search either from your list(s) or from all paƟents. Note that to Search All PaƟents, you will need
to provide more demographic informaƟon to seek a match (See below)
Click PaƟent
Enter name in format
LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME using
first few leƩers of each
TIP: Click Recent tab to see the
list of 25 most recently accessed paƟents
TIP: Shorter paƟent lists will
appear listed on this page. You
can scroll through, or search
using just the first few leƩers of
the last and first name
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Finding and opening a paƟent record: Search My PaƟents
D-Hconnect automaƟcally maintains a list of paƟents that receive care from your organizaƟon.
Quickly and easily search that list following the steps below:
Click PaƟent buƩon
Enter paƟent name (format:
LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME)
TIP: You can use just the first
few leƩers in Search My
PaƟents (e.g. LAS, FIR)
Click Search
If demographics match, click
Select to open chart
If demographics do not match,
or no result is returned click
Search All PaƟents
If search returns more than one match, click the radio buƩon beside the name matching your
paƟent. Carefully review the paƟent informaƟon to ensure that you open the intended chart
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Finding and opening a paƟent record: Search All PaƟents
If the paƟent is not found in your My PaƟents list, you can add them to the list(s) of paƟents you can access with
Search All PaƟents.
Enter paƟent name (format:
LASTNAME, FIRSTNAME)
Select Sex
Enter Birthdate
Click Search
If demographics match, click
Select to open chart

If you have the last four digits of
the paƟent’s SSN, or their middle
iniƟal, you can enter these to
further narrow search results

You will be prompted to select
or add a reason for accessing
the chart.
NOTE: If more than one insƟtuƟon or pracƟce has authorized you to access their paƟents’ Dartmouth-Hitchcock
records using DHconnect, you will be prompted to select which list(s) to add the paƟent to. Other users at this site
will then also see the paƟent on their My PaƟents lists.
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